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National culture textbooks, giving special courses in the history
of the particular nationality, textbooks in physical and economic
geography, are published separately for each nationality. In 1934
there were three expeditions to different parts of the U.S.S.R, to
study the results of the textbooks so far issued.
Printing presented the double problem of type and machinery.
The type used hitherto was very large, awkward, and uneconomical.
Scientists, ethnographers, and artists were set to work. The research
department of the Polygraphic Institute in Moscow was responsible
for much of the work. Some years of research and experiment went
to the final selection of the type. All the printing before the Revolu-
tion was done by hand. There existed no typographic machinery. Now
machinery is to be found everywhere, and I was informed with pride
that Marx and Engels are being printed by natives in their own
language, in their own shops. They also print some of their own
textbooks.
One had never regarded a typewriter as an emblem of revolution,
but in these areas it is not only an emblem, it is an instrument of
revolution. The ordinary typewriters were useless for these nation-
alities, for their languages possessed both vowels and consonants not
to be found on existing typewriters. Therefore typewriters had to be
specially made. These have literally created a revolution in the lives
of the nomadic tribes. Hitherto all reports and instructions of the
local and regional Soviets had to be translated into Russian before
they could be typed. And this was not much use to those who knew
no Russian. Now every nomad receives his typed report of instruc-
tions, of suggestions, of the Socialist progress of his particular
nationality. All notices, instructions, and explanations are received
by him direct, and not through an intermediary, who often found it
advantageous to give an incorrect translation. He is ceasing to feel
isolated or helpless.
Equally important was the introduction of native shorthand.
Reports of meetings are now taken down in native shorthand and
typed on .native typewriters.
Yakutsk, an Autonomous Republic, needs a few words to itself. It
is a vast sparsely populated area, about four times the size of
Norway and Sweden. It is bordered by the Arctic Ocean on the north,
not very far from Manchuria in the south, and separated from the
Pacific Ocean by the Far Eastern Province. Its chief characteristics
are its isolation and its distances. It takes from four to six weeks to
get there from Moscow unless one travels by air. It is rich in water-
ways and untapped mineral wealth. The density of the population

